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Ássessrnent criterir
1. lntroduction is well written, bríef,
interesting, and compelling. lt
motivates the work and provides a
clear statement of the problem. lt
places the problem in context. lt
presents and overview of the thesis.

2.

3.

Literature revielv is comprelrensive and
complete. lt synthesizes a variety of
sources and provides context for the
research. lt shows the author's
understanding of the most relevant
literature on the subject matter.
The methodology chapter provides
clear and thorough descriptlon of:he
researc h methodology. I t discusses

why and what methods were chosen
ior research. The research
rnethodology is appropriate for the
identif íed research q ues:ions.

4.

5.

The resultsldata are analyzed and
interpreted effectively. lhe chapter
ties the theory with the findings. lt
addresses the applications and
implications of the research. lt
discusses strengths, weaknesses, and
limitations of the research.

The thesis shows critical and analytical
thinking about the area of study and
the author's expertise in lhis area.

The text is organized in a logical
manner. lt flows naturally and is easy
to follow. Transítions, sumrnaries and
conclusions exist as appropriate. The
author dernonstrates high quality
writing skílls and uses standard
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Scaje

Comments

Outstanding

This clear, easY to íollow chapter,
proves the author's ability to lead the
reader in the area discussed and gives a
clear overvlew of the thesis. The main

Very goocl
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

focus of the research is given.

Outstandir':g

The academic sources are exploited

Very good

thoroughly; a detailed theoretical
background is presented. The reader
gets an exact idea o{ the topic {teaching

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very de{icient

listening).

Outstandir:g
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The author provides basic background
information on her research and
explains how the research was carried
out. The chosen research tools seem to

Outsta.ding

Ihe author presents her findings in an
organized manner using visual suppoít

Very 6ood
Acceptable
Somewhat de{ícient
Very deficient

Or.rtstanding

Very good
Acceptable
5omewhat defícient
Very deficient
O utstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

l:e appropriate.

such as tables and graphs to
supplement her text. The chapter is
lvell organized and the sumtnaries of
the major Íindin6s at the end of each
section give readers better ěrvareness
of the results.
This is demonstrated in the implication
seciion of the thesis in which the
author comments on the findíngs.

7.

The thesis meets the

general

requirements iformatting, c hapters,
length, di'.rision into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly r,vithin
the text and a complete reference líst
is provided.
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Outstanding

Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficíerrt
Very deficient

I The work is presentecl in the correct

iormat,

Final Comments & Questions

This thesis provides useful insights into developing listening skills through course books. lt sholvs both the
author's researching abilíties as lvelf as her lvillingness to follow-Llp on an area of research that interests h€r
personally. ln my opinion this tlresis represents an excellent piece of acadenric writing based on the ar-rthor's
profound knoi,vledge of tlre area concerned.
QUESTIONS:
What have you gained personally from doir.rg this research?
Were there any obstacles you had to overcome? lf so, which lvere the most difficult ones?
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